
Coantec CP36
Flexible Videoscope

Infrared/white light integrated dual light sources
Independent replacement system of insertion tube
Real-timemonitoring/photographing/recording/
playback function
Probe 360° all-way articulation
Optional handheld telescopic rod
Battery reverse connection protection, durable battery life
Waterproof and dustproof design
Display brightness adjustment function, can be shut off by power
key promptly
WiFi module to achieve image wireless transmission (optional)
Audio module with headset (optional)

Criminal Investigation / Explosion / Security /
Anti-smuggling / Search and Rescue



Anti-terrorism 
Rescue

Coantec CP36 Flexible Videoscope
Coantec CP36 flexible videoscope adopts dual white light/infrared
light sources, can be switched by one key, integrated hand-held
design,with livepreview,photography,video recording and playback
functions. The front-end probe can effectively monitor the scene
situation through narrow space or areas that are difficult for human
eyes to observe directly in the daytime or dark night
environment,360°articulation with the probe,no dead angle for
observation.The device is strong and durable, easy to

operate,lightweight and portable,it is suitable for public security,
armed police, fire control, procuratorate, customs and other
institutions personnel to carry out criminal investigation, explosive
disposal, security inspection, anti-smuggling, search and rescue
and other work,can help users to master the scene situation,
improve efficiency, and more concealed to protect the safety of
inspectors.



Security Explosion

Anti-Smuggling



Infrared/white light integrated dual light source

This product adopts integrated white light/infrared double light
sources (available for ordinary infrared light at wave length
850nm and invisible infrared light at wavelength 940nm). It has
both white light and infrared night vision functions,convenient to
operate and can be used in different working scenes by
pressing the brightness button for one-key switching.

Real-time monitoring/photographing/recording/
playback function

Users can monitor the scene in real time through the device,
and can take photos, video, playback preview photos and
videos. The data is recorded and retained through the memory
card to provide a basis for further analysis and judgment.

Probe 360° all-way articulation

≥150°

D amp i n g j o y s t i c k c a n
control the probe 360° omni-
directional articulating,the
bending angle ≥150°, can
observe a wider range.

Display brightness adjustment function,
can be shut off by power key promptly

3.5-inch high-resolution screen with clearer brightness
adjustable at level 0-3.In the night or dark environment, press
the "on/off" button to rest the screen,then the image on the
screen will be turned off, which does not affect the photography
and video recording,the device has better concealment while
saving electricity effectively.

Independent replacement system of insertion tube

User can replace the tubes in different specifications
independently according to their needs, the replacement
process can be completed within 30 seconds, to achieve a
multi-purpose inspection, more cost saving.

Optional handheld telescopic rod

The specially configured hand-held telescopic rod, which can
be extended to 1m, is used to fix the flexible tube, stabilize the
viewing field, can be used for various scene inspection, such as
car bottom and ceiling.

Infrared/white light integrated dual light source
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Battery reverse connection protection, durable battery life Waterproof and dustproof design

Continuous working time of the
battery ≥4h,Equipped with a
larger capacity professional quick
-insert battery pack, it is very
convenient to disassemble
It has the function of battery mis-
installation or polarity reverse
connection protection, which can
effectively prevent the device
from failure or damage caused
by the battery reverse
connection.

WiFi module to realize image wireless transmission (optional)

Users can select the wireless
image transmission module
according to their needs, and
transmit real-time detection
images to the data receiving
terminal, such as Android phone
or tablet computer and other
mobile terminals, so as to
f a c i l i t a t e m u l t i - p e r s o n
cooperation in remote situations.

The protection level of the probe and insertion tube can reach
IP67, which can completely prevent dust from entering. It can
be immersed in water depth of 1 meter for 30 minutes.

Audio module (optional)

Users can choose the audio module according to their needs,
which can receive and collect sound while taking photos and
recording, and can connect the headset for monitoring, so as to
obtain more complete investigation and evidence collection
data.

Personalized services

1. Tube length, diameter, lighting mode can be customized
according to customer requirements.

2.Tube can be increased scale.
3. Software function customization.
4. WiFi module and audio module can be customized.

Specifications
System
Monitor Size 3.5inch LCD
Monitor Resolution 640*480
Scaling Support real-time 4 xzoom, 8 times zoom when playback
LED Brightness Level 0-7 level adjustment
Photo/Video Function Ability to take still images and videos, image can be captured when recording
Night vision Ability to recognize the size of A4 paper objects up to 4m in full black environment
Sound Pick-up Optional function.It can pick up weak audio signals up to 3m away
File Format Image:BMP/JPG Video:MP4
Image Flip 0°/90°/180°/270°
Time Watermark Yes
Screen Backlight Brightness 3-level adjustable
Output Port Mirco HDMI
TF card storage capacity 32G,Video can be stored for 4 hours (video frame frequency is not less than 25Hz),

Menu Language
photos can be stored 20,000pcs (resolution is not lower than the screen resolution)
More than 10 languages, simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, Japanese,

Host Size
Korean, French, German, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, Italian, Dutch...
240mm*102mm*126mm

Instrument case size 411mm*321mm*165mm
Weight ≤1.2kg(With battery)

Operation environment
Operating
temperature

Body:-10℃~+50℃
Tip:-20℃~+60℃

Storage temperature -20-60℃
Relative humidity 15%-90%

IP6
7

Insertion tube
Light source Dual 850/940nm wavelength infrared and white light
Camera lens diameter(mm） φ6±0.1mm
Camera pixels 1000,000
Probe length 1-3m
Depth of field 100mm-∞
View direction Forward view
Probe articulation 360° mechanical articulation
Insertion tube material Tungsten wire wear-resistant braided tube
Compatibility Independent replacement system of insertion tube
Probe bending angle ≥120°
Camera view angle 70°(diagonal file of view)

Power
Power supply mode Rechargeable lithium batterie pack(2200mAhx2)
Working Time ≥4H
Protection Battery protection against misinstallation or reverse polarity connection

Accessories

Standard accessories

CP36 videoscope x1,Carrying case x1,Battery x1set,Charger adaptor x1
USB cable(for charging) x1,Card reader x1,32G TFcard x1,Screen cleaning cloth x1
Screwdriver x1,Magic fastener x1,User manual x1,

Optional accessories HDMI cable,spare batteryx1set,battery chargerx1,telescopic rod,WiFi module,
radio frequency module,voice recording module
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